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Category: other-general

Description

We’re hiring an EHS Consultant.

Learn how you can be our voice in the conversation about the future of agriculture.

As EHS Consultant, you will be responsible for coordinating and supporting the site

management with safety, health and environmental issues. This role also includes

administering/implementing company corporate safety programs, coordinating/conducting

training and 1st Party Audits, participating on 2nd Party Audits as appropriate and assisting

site management with incident investigations and implementing Corporate EHS standards

in alignment with the regional EHS guidance.

Your Challenge:

Sets goals with functional managers and production line managers for all areas of the site,

collects data and reports performance (EHS KPI) in line with the regional guidance.

Encourage and enforce safe operations, ethics, respect for people and respect for the

environment.

Plays a role model for Safety, Health, Environment, Ethics and People respect ensures proper

training and mindset development at all levels of the site.

Manages the related documentation of the site: Risk Assessments, Environmental

permit/authorizations, notifications to authorities.

Managing communication with Authorities
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Ensure internal auditing system is sustained and maintained.

Managing First and Second party Audit

Ensure all incidents/near misses are tracked and properly investigated

Responsible for the internal EHS training system.

Schedule track & deliver EHS training in collaboration with external/internal resources.

Collaboration with site leaders to ensure full compliance with contractor safety management.

Location:

Adana

Qualifications

To Grow What Matters, You Will Need

Bachelor’s degree

5+ years of relevant industry experience in a manufacturing / industrial environment in

multinational companies

Excellent inter-personal relationship skills to all levels in an organization

Works methodically and meets required deadlines

Demonstrated open and clear communications and processes for issue resolution

Basic Knowledge in LEAN Six-Sigma certification is preferable

Flexibility to travel, as needed

Proficiency in English

Proficiency in Microsoft Office (in particular, advanced Microsoft Excel and PowerPoint

skills) is essential

Who Are We Looking For?

Curious, bold thinkers who want to grow their careers and be part of a winning team

Market shaping individuals who want to transform the agriculture industry to meet the world’s

growing need for food



Collaborators who thrive in a diverse, inclusive work environment

Innovators who bring initiative and fresh ideas that drive our business into the future and

make us an industry leader

Growing What Matters Starts With You… What We Can Offer To Help You Grow?

Opportunity to be part of a global industry leader working to discover solutions to the most

pressing agricultural challenges of our time

Challenging work assignments that grow your skills, capabilities and experiences

Opportunities for international rotations and relocation that will expand your global view and

cultural experience

Diverse, inclusive work environment where employees bring their whole selves to work and

feel heard, valued and empowered

Dedicated and customized resources to help grow your professional skills, industry expertise

and personal perspectives.

Joining us is a natural opportunity to strengthen your professional network through valuable

relationships.

Support the health and well-being of every employee by offering world-class benefits,

meaningful work and competitive salary

Performance driven culture with a strong focus on speed, efficiency and agility
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